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Mobilization Videos
Goal: $25,000 | Total Budget: $25,000
Summary: The church in Africa, Asia, and Latin America is moving from the mission field to the mission force. The CMM
is producing videos that will educate and inspire the American and global church on what mission mobilization truly is,
where missionaries come from, and tell the stories of mobilizers from around the globe who are championing the call of
the Great Commission within their countries to see places like Nigeria, China, Kenya, Indonesia, and Peru as a mission
force with incredible sending potential.
Expenses: The budget of $25,000 will go towards filming, travel, editing, and producing these story-telling videos.
Impact: Opening the eyes of Christians worldwide to see how God is calling His Church from every nation to take part
in the Great Commission, and help the American church see new opportunities in international mobilization in aiding
national mission sending movements.

Mobilization Resource Translations
Goal: $8,000 | Total Budget: $56,000 | Raised to date: $48,000
Summary: The Xplore and Go Mobilize small group studies are being downloaded and used in more than 50 countries.
From previous editions, more than 8,000 print copies were used in China and Brazil, with thousands more distributed
digitally. Translations for the latest version are underway in Arabic, Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese (Simplified), Chinese
(Traditional), Amharic, French and Russian.
Expenses: It costs about $4,000 per translation for each study, including editing, design, and a small initial printing with
free digital distribution. For eight translations of the two studies, the total cost is $56,000.
Impact: We have already seen incredible impact from these resources in multiple countries and languages. Creating
these resources in the heart language of believers multiplies their effectiveness and reach.

Giving Information
All gifts are tax-deductible and can be made by check or by visiting: mobilization.org/give
Make checks payable to CMM and send to:
Center for Mission Mobilization
PO Box 3556
Fayetteville, AR 72702
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